win is an aircraft conceptual design computer program that includes design layout, design analysis, and system optimization -the three critical legs of any vehicle design effort. RDS win is a single compiled executable that includes an aircraft-oriented Design Layout Module (CAD) and a full set of aircraft analysis and optimization routines, accessed from the same pulldown menu and using the same input/output routines. In this paper the methods and features of RDS win are presented, with emphasis on those that help justify the title cliché, "Seamlessly-Integrated." 
Nomenclature

I. Introduction
he RDS win aircraft conceptual design software has been developed to take an aircraft design from first conceptual layout through functional analysis, leading to performance, range, weight, and cost analysis, and including design optimization by classic carpet plots and modern MDO. Neither a spreadsheet nor a math package implementation, RDS win totals over 88,000 lines of original source code plus 120mB of resource, text, library, and image files. RDS win has its own aircraft-oriented CAD module and includes powerful capabilities for the analysis of aerodynamics, weights, propulsion, and cost. It has full-capabilities for aircraft sizing, mission analysis, and performance analysis including takeoff, landing, rate of climb, Ps, fs, turn rate, and acceleration. RDS win provides graphical output for drag polars, L/D ratio, thrust curves, flight envelope, range parameter, and more.
III. User Interface
The main user interface is a single pulldown menu with 551 menu and submenu commands. figure 1 shows its options for component shaping and performance analysis, illustrating that in RDS win the CAD and analysis are all part of the same user interface. There are also Windows * pop-up menus and selection boxes for inputs, program options, and filename selection.
It was decided from the start to provide single keystroke "hotkeys" to speed up program operation by experts. Regular users get tired of going through several levels in a pulldown menu to do something as simple as graphing the data already seen on the screen. Each hotkey command can also be done through the pulldown menu, but pressing a single key is more convenient. Below is a small sample of the available hotkeys:
• P Print • G Graph current input grid • H Help (including available hotkeys)
Save Bitmap of screen
Toggle between Imperial and Metric Units Implementing these hotkeys proved troublesome. When a pulldown menu is active, mouse and key inputs are normally routed to the pulldown menu Windows API routine. To check for the press of a hotkey required implementing a timer interrupt function to check for a key press throughout the time that the pulldown menu is waiting for its expected inputs.
* Microsoft®, Internet Explorer®, Excel®, and Windows® are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries. RDS win is not a product of, nor is it tested or endorsed by Microsoft.
For the input of large amounts of data such as needed for aerodynamic analysis, an all-new input grid routine was developed for RDS win . This is directly integrated into the code and is tailor-made for aircraft-oriented data input. It allows rapid input of required data, automatically sets analysis defaults, and guides the user as to proper inputs. A portion of a typical input grid is shown as figure 2.
These input grids are either two-variable arrays, such as parasitic drag versus speed and altitude, or are paired columns of data such as stores drag versus Mach #, or are paired columns of data and labels. The grids are airplane specific and include pop-up help text for each input column, providing brief explanations and required units for the data to be entered.
Another aspect of the user interface that facilitates integration both within RDS win and between it and other programs is the variety of output formats for analysis results and input file printout. RDS win lets the user select any of six different displays, including via other programs such as Excel and MS-Word.
The default option is to show the text on the RDS win Console (background screen, looks like DOS but it isn't). The screen is cleared completely, even the pulldown menu, and the text appears. This provides the maximum amount of room for text. You can also choose to show the text in a small pop-up box.
Other If you select "Use My Web Browser" then RDS win will write a complete web page in HTML format and open it with your browser (Internet Explorer, Firefox, etc…). This is especially useful because resulting web page can be posted on the Internet or emailed to others. They will be able to see exactly the same results that you see, even if they don't have RDS win . Note that when RDS win uses the Web browser for display, it is entirely local to your computer. You don't need to have an Internet connection to use your Web browser for display, nor does RDS win " talk" to the internet on its own. This ability to write and display a web page of analysis results or input data is actually a remnant of the biggest mistake made during the years of coding RDS win . At first, an attempt was made to use HTML code and the user's web browser for all data input. A Java utility was written that could read values from HTML Forms from wherever the data was stored locally on the user's hard disk. Software was then written to decode the data and load it into the RDS win variables and program control parameters. This worked very nicely and had the advantage of looking like a webpage input form, which everybody is familiar with (see Error! Reference source not found.). However, a major upgrade to the Windows operating system at that time changed the disk location of the Forms data. Suddenly, the HTML-based RDS win input screens no longer worked! While it was possible to fix it for that Windows release, what about the next one? And the next?
This seemed too risky, so those ~5,000 lines of code were thrown away. All that was used was the nice routines that write HTML and "wake up" the user's web browser. Instead, an all-new RDS win input grid routine was created as described above. It's actually much better than the HTML forms-based input scheme.
IV. Airplane-Oriented Cad
The RDS win Design Layout Module (DLM) is an all-original set of CAD routines developed just for new air vehicle conceptual design. It is not a separate or linked program as for some other aircraft design packages, nor was it adapted from a generic CAD program developed for other uses. Despite being called a "Module," the DLM is an integral part of RDS win , being a number of design commands which are coded and compiled with the rest of RDS win and called from the same pulldown menu. The RDS win CAD geometry is specifically defined to make it easy to manipulate the aircraft configuration, both through user commands and through automated routines that reconfigure the design based on sizing and optimization results. Furthermore, the program "knows" what an airplane is, and has automated routines for quickly creating most of the components used in aircraft design.
A fundamental feature that facilitates initial aircraft design and helps with the integration of design, analysis, and optimization is its use of "components" as the basic unit of data storage. These are based on standard aircraft terminology -wing, tail, fuselage, tire, etc… Normally each component represents a single closed object.
Each component in RDS win has its own local axis system. Its location and orientation within the aircraft global axis system is readily changed. Each component has a header file with information used in RDS win to set display options, define component symmetries, record creation date, and other information such as the original reference geometry for wings and tails. Each component file includes the actual component geometry which is stored as YZ cross sections stacked in the X direction, using either point or Bezier representation (see below). Non-planar cross sections are also permitted for shapes such as a canted inlet front face, like in the F/A-18E/F. RDS win components are defined in one of three mathematical formats. The simplest form, often used for internal components, uses actual surface points stored as cross-section lines. For wings and tails these points are the actual airfoil coordinates, stretched and scaled using RDS win routines to create the desired aerodynamic surface geometry. For a mathematical definition of cross-sections, a variation of the parametric 4 th degree polynomial Bezier Curve is used. This "SuperConic" curve 2 looks like a classical conic to the designers, despite its greater power. Both curves have two endpoints and an on-the-curve shoulder point. Both have lines from the endpoints that control the tangent angles. The only difference is that in the SuperConic, each endpoint has its own point controlling tangent direction and they can be placed independently, even on opposite sides of the desired curve. Also, reflexed curves are permitted unlike in a regular Conic.
Routines in RDS win make it easy to drag the points around on the screen in cross-section and side/top views. Point and SuperConic cross-sections can be used to define a component in RDS win -Student. A third method, the SuperConic Surface component, is available in RDS win -Professional. This permits creating true surfaced components and designing smooth shapes in the longitudinal direction. These three options are shown in figure 4 . RDS win design data are saved as a simple text file which makes it easy for outside programs to manipulate the data to redesign the concept. This file format is also very efficient, needed less than 100kB for a typical design in RDS win versus about 4mB when the same design is exported as an IGES file. A typical design example is shown in figure 5 , with external and internal components each defined as described above. The header file and first two cross sections of this design's fuselage component are as follows, with explanatory comments in brackets:
RDS-Pro Version win8. 
V. Component Type Codes
One of the important "seamless integration" features of the RDS win Design Layout Module is its component type code scheme. Each component stores a six-digit type code based on the Group Weight Statement categories in SAWE specification RP8A (previously Mil-Std-1374). This allows RDS win to "know" which sort of analysis is appropriate for which components, and which sort of scaling and reshaping logic should be followed when the user or a sizing/optimization result needs to rescale the whole airplane.
Type codes are defined in the following major categories: These are automatically set when using one of the many "canned" component creation routines, or can be selected in a pick menu. For the full set please contact the author.
For example, when a wing is created the user is prompted to select the type of wing. If 002:000:Ref Wing is selected, that code is stored with the wing component. When the design is completed and the geometric information is collected for aerodynamic analysis, RDS win will recognize from this code that the area of this wing is to be used as the reference area for the calculated aerodynamic coefficients. Furthermore, the 002:000 code tells the Weights Module to use a certain wing weight equation, and the code knows which geometric information to extract from the component to populate the weight analysis input fields.
VI. Tab File: Geometry To Analysis
Another unique feature to facilitate integration between design, analysis, and optimization is the RDS win TAB File. This is a massive tab-delimited file of key design geometric information, and contains wing and tail data blocks, component information, and component cross section perimeters and areas.
The information for each component includes length, width, height, a-max, l/d-equiv., total surface area, surface area+ends, total volume, X, Y, Z (location), roll, pitch, yaw, centroids (local and global axis system), and moments of inertia. The component type code is also listed for each component, allowing the analysis modules to know what equations to apply. A small portion of a typical TAB file can be seen as figure 6 The TAB File is instantly created by the Analyze command in the Design Layout Module. Then it can be used to read your design's geometric information into the Aerodynamics, Weights, and Propulsion modules. When the TAB file creation is finished, DLM will offer to open it in your spreadsheet for review, and it can be passed to other members of a project team to answer most of the usual geometric questions about a new design.
VII. Aircraft Data File: User In Charge
One unusual feature of the overall structure of RDS win was deliberately defined to improve the integration between design, analysis, and optimization. It also makes it easy for the user to do unusual things beyond the program's normal methodologies. This refers to the way that a design's functional analysis results (aero, weights, and propulsion) get to the performance, range, and sizing calculation routines.
Other papers 6 have focused upon the functional analysis methods used within RDS win . These are mostly based on calculations described in the author's textbook Aircraft Design: A Conceptual Approach 7 . To provide both integration and flexibility, these functional analysis calculations are NOT done during the mission sizing and performance calculations. They are done before-hand and stored in a collection of data arrays called the Aircraft Data File.
The Aircraft Data File is like a filing cabinet. You fill it with data from the Aerodynamics, Weights, and Propulsion modules, then those numbers are pulled out and used when you run the mission sizing and performance calculations. RDS win works this way for several reasons. When you are calculating something like rate of climb, RDSwin doesn't have to recalculate the drag coefficients. It just pulls them out of the "Aero drawer" in the "filing cabinet". This is much faster, especially for the big optimizations in RDS win -Pro. This program structure also lets you review and approve the analysis results before they are committed to range and performance calculations. RDS win facilitates this by stepping through graphs of all the stored data, with a single pulldown command. And, it's easy to correct data that you don't like.
With this method you can quickly do trade studies. Various tools let you scale or change these data items and then redo the mission sizing and performance calculations. For example, you might multiply the whole parasitic drag data array by 1.2 to determine the effect on range and rate of climb of a 20% increase in CD0. In a study for NASA, this was used to create parametric inputs into commercial regression software, resulting in a Response Surface model for further investigations. The Aircraft Data File approach made this easy.
Finally, this filing cabinet approach lets you "mix and match" your data. You don't have to use the RDS win calculations exclusively. For example, you could type in wind tunnel data for aerodynamics, copy the propulsion data from a similar aircraft, use RDSwin to estimate the weights, and then use this mash-up to calculate range and performance. The Aircraft Data File includes weights data, CD0, K, CL-max, CL-alpha, installed engine thrust, specific fuel consumption, and certain other parameters. This is all contained in seven separate input grids, mostly in array format as a function of one or two variables such as velocity and altitude. RDS win -Pro also permits seven additional arrays containing part-power specific fuel consumption data, and two more tables defining minimum thrust.
VIII. Built-In Optimizer
The optimization capabilities of RDS win can be called "seamlessly integrated" because they are built right in to the code, part of the single executable and accessed through the same pulldown menu. Optimization inputs are defined in an input grid just like all the other analytical parts of the program, and the various optimization methods use the same analytical input files that the user has already defined. It literally takes seconds to set up and run a classic carpet plot, a deterministic stepping search, or a stochastic evolutionary or Genetic Algorithm optimization.
Through
Note that the RDS win optimizer is very specific to those design variables with the greatest impact on an overall aircraft conceptual design, namely T/W and W/S plus the wing trapezoidal planform parameters, i.e., aspect ratio, taper ratio, sweep, and wing airfoil thickness ratio. Two more variables are included, the fuselage fineness ratio and the wing design lift coefficient (surrogate for camber optimization).
Measures of Merit for optimization include takeoff gross weight, empty weight, fuel weight, purchase price, life cycle cost, or internal rate of return. Optimization is done in the face of performance requirements including takeoff, landing, turn, Ps, climb, and acceleration, with required values defined in the Performance Analysis input grid.
IX. Automatic Redesign From Sizing And Optimization Results
Another uniquely-integrated capability of the RDS win CAD module is its ability to automatically modify a design based on the results of sizing analysis and design optimization. This allows the designer to return to the design layout and instantly see the affect of the changes, and then fix, modify, or reject them as desired.
This automatic redesign is "smart," using the component type codes described above to change the various components automatically as appropriate to their type. A wheel doesn't scale the same way as a wing. The methods were detailed at a previous AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting 8 and are summarized below. The most important result of either sizing or optimization is a new value for the takeoff gross weight. This changes everything about the design, from the sizes of the wings and tails, to the required engine thrust and inlet duct diameter, to the wheel diameter and even the height of the aircraft above the ground.
With a normal CAD system the designer will have to spend a lot of time laboriously fixing all these things. RDS win does it automatically, using the following rules:
• Fuselage scaled by cube root of weight ratio, unless length constrained by user input • Wing area scaled proportional to weight ratio • Tails scaled by 3/2 power then adjusted based on change in fuselage length, to hold constant the tail volume coefficient • Engine scaled assuming T/W constant, using empirical exponents for diameter and length vs. thrust ratio (unless disabled) • Nacelle and inlet duct scaled in diameter by square root of thrust ratio • Wheels and tires scaled based on statistical tire diameter and width equations • Gear shock-strut diameters scaled by square root of weight ratio • Ground plane and tail-down angle components scaled proportional to fuselage scaling When a full optimization is done, RDS win will also automatically change the wing planform and fuselage geometry to match the new optimized values of wing area, aspect ratio, taper ratio, sweep, airfoil thickness, and fuselage fineness ratio.
The wing planform revision is done in a parametric manner using mathematics developed by the author that stretches and slides the actual wing geometry to reflect the difference between the old and new trapezoidal reference wing. The same is applied to any derived components, such as a wing box, spar, fuel tank, flap, or aileron. Thus, RDS win gets the benefits of parametric modeling without the downside limitations on flexibility. Note that the optimized value for wing design lift coefficient is not directly applied to the geometry. Instead it becomes a target for the aerodynamic department's subsequent airfoil shape, twist, and camber optimization. This is controversial. Some other code developers include such 3-D wing optimization directly within the optimization. In this author's opinion it is better to optimize the aerodynamic design target, not attempt to do in a single computer code what a team of aerodynamic experts will do over a period of months, using high-end CFD tools and wind tunnel testing.
If volumetric density was used as a constraint, RDS win will also enlarge the fuselage as needed to maintain sufficient volume should the wing grow smaller or thinner.
This automatic redesign tool will significantly reduce the time to complete a design iteration going from the initial "Dash-1" design to the optimized "Dash-2". Of course, such automatic scaling cannot be expected to produce perfect revised geometry but it can do most of the "grunt work" associated with revising a design layout to match the improved design parameters.
A re-shaped commercial airliner is shown in figure 8 , where area, aspect ratio, taper ratio, and sweep of a wing have been instantly changed based on optimization results. The non-trapezoidal features of the original wing design are preserved, scaled proportionally to the changes in the planform parameters. The fuselage fineness ratio has also been increased as per the optimization, but a minimum diameter constraint was employed. Tail sizes have been reduced since the longer fuselage has increased their moment arms.
[Note to Students: Sorry, but RDS win -Student does not have the optimizers or the automatic redesign tools. You are supposed to be learning how to do such things, not learning how to push a magic button! Instead, RDS winStudent makes it easy for students to quickly do all the calculations to graphically construct their own trade studies and carpet plot graphs. Some universities also get a single copy of RDS win -Pro that the students can use after they've built their input files in RDS win -Student.]
X. Design Example Showing Seamless Integration
As a sample of the seamless integration between design, analysis, optimization, and redesign, a recent aircraft design study is presented. This looked at an optionally-manned multirole UAV designed for extensive modularity † . It has a core vehicle with wings, tails, propulsion, fuselage, and vehicle subsystems. The left side of the cockpit region is removable and can be replaced with modules providing an extended weapons bay, cannon, buddy fuel tanks, sensors, and the like. A small portion of the forebody on the right side of the cockpit is not removable, and carries the nose landing gear and the one-side-only pitch control canard.
After initial sizing, the overall configuration was developed in RDS win as shown in figure 9 . It was designed to a takeoff gross weight of 12,000 lbs and is 36 feet in length. Note that the CAD file contains multiple components for the same regions, most notably the cockpit area where a stretched weapons bay is superimposed. These are modular features, and the airplane would never fly with them all installed.
The geometric information was extracted from the design layout and a TAB file was created, as shown in figure  10 . From the TAB file the geometric information needed for analysis was read into the RDS win input grids for aerodynamics and weights, with calculation results as shown in figure 11 and figure 12 . These results, including aerodynamics at different speeds and altitudes, were loaded into the Aircraft Data File. For this design, an already-available installed engine data set was simply copied into the Aircraft Data File so the RDS win propulsion module wasn't used.
Using this data, the aircraft range was calculated over a high-low-high mission, and found to be about 600 nmi (radius). The cruise altitude and velocity optimization capabilities of RDS win -Pro were used during this calculation.
Next, a Carpet Plot (figure 13) was created to review the performance inputs and requirements, and then a Genetic Algorithm optimization was performed ( figure 14) .
From the optimization results, the geometry was automatically revised as shown in figure 15 . As can be seen, the optimization reduced wing sweep but increased aspect ratio, and substantially increased fuselage fineness ratio. These caused a substantial drop in the aircraft TOGW which made the engines and nacelles smaller. With the greater fuselage fineness ratio, the aft end of the vehicle is no longer lined up! This will have to be fixed. Luckily, RDS win still allows a human designer to make the final design decisions!
XI. Summary & Conclusions
The architecture and methods of RDS win have been defined to create a seamless integration between design layout, design analysis, and system optimization, and thus to allow the designer to focus upon the real job at hand. The following aspects of the program, methods for which have been described above, are most important:
• Single program EXE with single pulldown menu • Built-in CAD with airplane-specific design/redesign routines • Aircraft defined as collection of components with type ID • Automatic geometric data extraction for analysis (TAB file)
• Changes to design can be auto-updated to analysis input files • Built-in classical aircraft analysis methods • Aircraft Data File collects analysis results and allows mix-and-match of data sources, plus scaling and adjusting of data ("fudging") † Permission has been granted by the customer to show this study and reuse its RDS win design files
• Built-in optimizer that can modify design to match its results RDS win and its DOS predecessor have been used to design and/or analyze a wide variety of vehicles for organizations including DARPA, RAND, USAF-AFRL, NASA, Boeing, and Composite Engineering. Vehicle types include airliners, supersonic stealth fighters, UAVs, airships, personal aircraft, reusable launch vehicles, and more. Comparisons with known aircraft data has been good, and performance predictions have been validated in flight.
A key reason for its success to date has been the flexibility and speed of use brought about by the seamless integration described above. 
